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PREPARATION FOR GREEN 1 
 
GENERAL/ NOTES - Additional 
- Spinning 
- Suri Ashi:   Glide step 
- Empi uchi:  Elbow strike 
- Hiza geri:   Knee kick 
- Fumi komi geri :  Stamping kick 
- Tai Sabaki:   Stepping aside or swivel    
    
DACHI (Stances) - Additional   
- Fudo dachi (FD) : rooted stance; weight distribution 55% (front leg) - 45% (back leg)  
- Heiko Dachi (HKD) : parallel stance; weight distribution 50%  - 50%  
    
KIHON (Basic Techniques) - Additional   
- Sanbon zuki stepping in ZD    -  Kizami zuki stepping in ZD 
- Age uke x gyaku zuki stepping in ZD   -  Gedan uke x gyaku zuki stepping in ZD 
- Soto uke x gyaku zuki stepping in ZD  -  Uchi uke stepping in KKD 
- Morote uke stepping in KKD    -  Shuto uke stepping in KKD 
- Yori ashi sideways (tai sabaki) 
- Yoko geri kekomi stepping in KD (No cross over) 
- Neko ashi dachi stepping 

 
Combo:  
- Uchi uke (KKD) x gyaku zuki (ZD) - show pivot of supporting foot 
- Age uke (NAD) x front mae geri x uraken uchi x gyaku zuki (ZD) 

Age uke can be replaced with any of the uke techniques already practiced 
 
Spinning & Spinning Combo:  
- Tettsui in kiba dachi 
- Step backward gedan uke (ZD) x spin forward tettsui uchi (KD) x oi zuki (ZD). Repeat on both sides. 
    
KATA (Form)   
- Heian Sandan:  20 moves (Kiai: 10 + 20) 
- All previous kata 
   
KUMITE (Sparring) Kihon Ippon   
- Kamae: Gedan barai stepping backward in ZD  
- Offence:  Jodan oi zuki in ZD  Defence: Age uke x gyaku zuki (yori ashi) 
- Offence:  Chudan oi zuki in ZD  Defence: Soto uke x gyaku zuki (tai sabaki) 
- Offence:  Chudan mae geri in ZD   Defence: Gedan uke x gyaku zuki (tai sabaki)   
 
BUNKAI/SELF DEFENCE   
- Heian Sandan: Move 9  
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PREPARATION FOR GREEN (6th KYU) 
   
GENERAL/ NOTES - Additional   
- Kiri kae:   Switch over (forward or backward) 
- Suri ashi:   Glide step 
- Fumi komi geri :  Stamping kick 
- Tai sabaki:   Stepping aside or swivel   
   
DACHI (Stances) - Additional   
- Fudo dachi (FD) : rooted stance; weight distribution 55% (front leg) - 45% (back leg)  
- Heiko dachi (HKD) : parallel stance; weight distribution 50%  - 50%  

  
   
KIHON (Basic Techniques) - Additional   
- All previous kihon techniques to be done by applying kiri kae 
- Nidan geri 
- Hiza geri stepping over in Jyu Kamae 
- Yori ashi sideways 
 
Combo:  
- Uchi uke (KKD) x Gyaku zuki (ZD) - show pivot of supporting foot 
- Age uke (NAD) x front mae geri x uraken uchi x gyaku zuki (ZD) 

Age uke can be replaced with any of the uke techniques already practiced 
 

Spinning combo:  
- Gedan barai kamae backward x stepping forward sanbon zuki (ZD) x pull back kiri kae x fumi komi geri (KD) x 

gedan uke (KD) x uraken uchi (KD) x nukite (ZD) 
- Repeat on other side  
   
KATA (Form)   
- Heian Sandan:  20 moves (Kiai: 10 + 20) 
- All previous kata 
   
KUMITE (Sparring) Kihon Ippon   
- Kamae: Gedan barai stepping backward in ZD  
- Offence:  Jodan oi zuki in ZD   Defence: Tate uke x nukite 
- Offence:  Chudan oi zuki in ZD   Defence: Empi uke x uraken / osae uke x gyaku zuki 
- Offence:  Chudan mae geri in ZD    Defence: Gedan uke with opposite hand x kizami zuki 

 
BUNKAI/SELF DEFENCE   
- Heian Sandan: Move 1 & 2  
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PREPARATION FOR BLUE 1 
   
GENERAL/ NOTES - Additional   
- Empi uchi and hiza geri should also be performed on a punching bag   
   
DACHI (Stances) - Additional   
- Kosa dachi (KSD) : crossed leg stance   
   
KIHON (Basic Techniques) - Additional   
- Chudan kakiwake uke stepping in KKD 
- Gedan juji uke stepping in ZD 

 
- Uchi uke (KKD) x gyaku zuki (ZD) stepping 
- Shuto uke (KKD) x nukite stepping 
- Horizontal empi uchi into palm of opposite hand. Standing FD and change to ZD. 

 
- Ren geri 
- Mawashi geri standing (show pivot of supporting foot) 

 
Combo:  
- Uraken uchi x empi uchi (ZD) on both sides 
- Uchi uke (NAD) x front mae geri x kezami zuki x (ZD) 

 
Spinning combo:  
- Step backwards kakiwake uke (KKD) x mae geri x spin forward uraken uchi x gyaku zuki   
   
KATA (Form)   
- Heian Yondan:  27 moves  (Kiai: 13 & 25) 
- All previous kata 
   
KUMITE (Sparring) Kihon Ippon   
- To be performed on both sides  
- Kamae:  Gedan barai stepping backward in ZD  
- Offence:  Jodan oi zuki in ZD  Defence: Open hand haiwan uke (grab) x empi uchi  
- Offence:  Chudan oi zuki in ZD  Defence: Moroto uke (KKD) transfer to ZD and execute a kizame zuki 
- Offence:  Chudan mae geri in ZD   Defence: Open hand gedan uke (ZD tai sebaki) x shuto uchi (ZD) 

  
BUNKAI/SELF DEFENCE   
- Heian Yondan: Move 14 & 15 
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PREPARATION FOR BLUE (5th KYU) 
 
GENERAL/ NOTES - Additional   
   
   
DACHI (Stances) - Additional   

  
   
KIHON (Basic Techniques) - Additional   
- Haito uchi  
- Jodan uchi uke in ZD 
- Mawashi geri stepping from Jyu Kamae 

 
Combo: 
- Step backwards into gedan barai x step forward soto uke (ZD) x same hand uraken uchi x mae geri (place back) x 

gyaku zuki 
 

Spinning combo: 
- Step forward with a juji uke (ZD) x spin backwards into uchi uke x mae geri x kizame zuki x gyaku zuki x kiri kae 

into gedan barai 
     
KATA (Form)   
- Heian Yondan:  27 moves  (Kiai: 13 & 25) 
- All previous kata 
   
KUMITE (Sparring). Kihon Ippon   
- To be performed on both sides  
- Kamae:  Gedan barai stepping backward in ZD  
- Offence:  Jodan oi zuki in ZD   Defence: Uraken uke x chudan yoko geri keage   
- Offence:  Jodan oi zuki in ZD   Defence: Tate uke x tate uchi (simultaneous) x hiza geri   
- Offence:  Strangle hold in ZD   Defence: Kakiwake uke (KKD) grab x chudan mae geri 
- Offence: Chudan oi zuki in ZD   Defence: Moroto uke (KKD) 
- Offence:  Mawashi geri chudan and jodan   Defence: Uchi uke x haito uchi 

    
BUNKAI/SELF DEFENCE   
- Heian Yondan: Move 12 & 13 
     
 


